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1.0 Gimbal Description and Support Equipment Assessment
The gimbal subsystem would include a two-axis gimbal housing redundant motors,
harmonic drives, bearings and position encoders; as well as some or all of the following
depending on system requirements:
1. Gimbal drive electronics (GDE) capable of issuing motor drive commands.
2. Encoder interface electronics capable of reading serial data from the encoder and
routing it to the processor, most likely integrated into the GDE.
3. Flight processor hosting control software, most likely CFE in the form of a shared
heritage flight processor.
4. Flight control software derived from the existing UARS SSPP software.
5. Mechanical platform for mounting scientific payloads, interfacing to gimbal.
6. Mechanical pedestal or similar adapter between gimbal and spacecraft.
7. Release and retention mechanisms similar to those used on UARS. If the payload is
smaller, then only the gimbal-mounted retention may be required, reducing packaging
and installation/test complexity.
8. Thermal control equipment for gimbal and (if necessary) electronics.
9. Sun sensor, most likely identical to the Platform Sun Sensor (PSS) purchased for
UARS.
The residual test equipment from gimbal component- and subsystem-level development,
which is identified in attachment 1 of this report, includes most of the electrical
equipment (motor drive circuits, encoder serial read circuits, power supplies) necessary
to interface with and control the gimbal elements as well as some of the associated
electronics. This equipment will support the following activities with minimal adaptation:
1. Functional checkout and wiring of stepper motors.
2. Functional checkout and test of the independent gimbal (_13) axes.
3. Functional and performance testing of the assembled two-axis gimbal, exclusive of
torque margin testing.
4. Functional checkout of motor drive circuits for GDE.
The mechanical equipment includes strain gauges and load cells as well as some
fixturing for the gimbal level assembly. With moderate mechanical adaptations, this
equipment would allow torque margin testing of the gimbal in an ambient or temperature
cycle environment, as well as stiffness testing of gimbal assembly.
Additional fixturing would be required for vibration, thermal vacuum or other
environmental testing. In addition, assembly and test fixturing would be required for
lower levels of assembly during which the bearings and drives are integrated onto the
gimbal shafts, motor and encoder assemblies are built up, and runout and torque
disturbance measurements are made.
For GDE testing (particularly the encoder interface), additional electrical equipment
would be required, as would a box-level test fixture which would allow vibration and
thermal testing. The subsystem-level testing would include the GDE, gimbal, sun
sensor, platform and interface structures, as well as a breadboard model of the flight
processor (most likely government furnished). Depending on the payload dimensions
and mass properties, this testing would likely require dedicated mechanical fixturing.
In most cases, test cables would have to be designed and fabricated specifically to the
test configurations.
2.0 Evaluation Results regarding Space Station Support Applications
2.1 General
Charts contained in attachment 2 of this report summarize the performance
requirements, architecture, component designs, development process and on-orbit
results for the UARS Solar Stellar Pointing Platform (SSPP), on which the new pointing
system would be based. The SSPP was able to accommodate three solar- and stellar-
viewing instruments with precise (180 arc-sec) pointing and tight (1 deg C) thermal
requirements in a robust and reliable manner. The SSPP hardware functions in a low-
Earth orbit having environmental conditions (altitude, inclination, solar angle) similar to
those expected for the space station. The SSPP software allows either manual or
autonomous control of the pointing and is adaptable to a variety of operational
constraints. In addition, the processing and integration of the scientific payloads to the
SSPP were performed by Lockheed Martin in parallel to spacecraft processing, with
minimal serial impact to the bus. During this integration stringent process control was
applied ensuring that the instruments remained damage- and contaminant-free.
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2.2 Resources
The pointing system would accommodate large payloads (up to 800 Ib) and would itself
weigh comparatively little (gimbal weight is 132 Ib). Power requirements for the pointing
system are modest (<40 W for all components exclusive of payload) based on the SSPP
heritage. Data requirements are modest, with only limited serial command and
telemetry, as well as an appropriate number of discrete commands and status telemetry,
required for the gimbal and GDE. For control software operations, very little
commanding is required as the system autonomously switches between the sun and
available stars, and telemetry bandwidths are small due to the low sampling periods (1
sec) employed.
2.3 Interfaces
Electrically, the SSPP GDE was designed to interface to a NASA-supplied Remote
Interface Unit (RIU) which had both serial and discrete data (command & telemetry)
interfaces as well as passive and active analog telemetry interfaces. In addition, the
GDE interfaced with a mission-unique avionics box (the Power Switching Unit) which
provided power switching. Depending upon data bus architecture, it is likely that the RIU
could be forgone in place of a direct data bus terminal in the GDE or space station
standard remote terminal. For the power interface, the pointing system requires
separate 28 V "quiet" and "noisy" lines; if these are not available then the transform and
regulation functions would be integrated into the pointing system definition, most likely
within the GDE.
Thermally, the gimbal is qualified for temperature gradients of up to 10 deg C between
the spacecraft-fixed and payload-fixed ends. It is likely that thermal control equipment
similar to those used for UARS (operational heaters and radiators) would be required to
achieve this parameter. The platform instrument interface temperatures were controlled
to within +/- 1 deg C using large radiator "winds" on the platform and operational heaters.
In addition, compensation heaters were provided in the event an instrument failed.
Mechanically, the UARS spacecraft provided a stable, low-vibration platform to which the
SSPP was affixed. Depending on the solar pointing stability requirements and the space
station jitter environment, it is possible that mechanical isolation would be required,
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either through an isolated mount or by control system filtering, between the space station
and the pointing system.
Geometrically, the gimbal's od_axes would be readily adaptable for solar tracking as the
space station orbit is very similar to the UARS orbit, although lower in altitude (375 vs
575 km) and slightly less inclined (51.6 vs 57 deg). The similar inclination means that
as on UARS the majority of tracking motion would be about the primary (o_)axis; the
secondary (6) axis would correct for solar "elevation" across the plane of the space
station ground track. Of course, the platform would have to be located such as to
provide clear fields-of-view (FOV's) for the platform instruments. If the sun sensor is
employed, it's FOV (+/- 2 deg) and stray light avoidance will need to be accommodated
in placement. On UARS, where the payloads were concerned about in-flight outgassing,
the flight software was adapted to slew the platform away from the array should a ground
operations error point them too close.
2.4 Safety & Reliability
Because the UARS hardware was built for a manned flight program, it is likely that many
of the safety and quality assurance requirements applicable to the space station would
be met by the existing designs; however, the details of any space-station specific
requirements would need to be assessed as they became available.
The life-limited aspect of the subsystem would be the gimbal, which has been qualified
for a three-year mission by engineering model test and analysis. The flight unit has been
operating for over four years with no significant degradation. It is likely that the flight
history along with additional analysis and engineering tests could extend the lifetime
qualification as long as eight years at the current pointing requirements.
2.5 Environmental
The orbital environment would be similar to UARS with the exception of increased
particulate and radiation hazards caused by the lower altitudes. Evaluation of these
hazards would be required, especially with respect to radiation effects on the gimbal
encoder LED's. Particulate build-up on the sun sensor optics may be a problem later in
life; however, UARS demonstrated that on-orbit gimbal calibrations could be performed
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early in the mission while the sensors are "fresh", enabling tight pointing tolerances to be
met later on in "open-loop" fashion without the sensor data.
2.6 Performance
The UARS SSPP was able to reliably "meet or beat" its pointing accuracy, knowledge
and stability requirements for both solar and stellar targets. These were as follows:
1. Solar: 90 arc-sec knowledge, 180 arc-sec placement, 60 arc-sec stability
2. Stellar: 180 arc-sec knowledge, 360 arc-sec placement, 60 arc-sec stability.
In order to accomplish this, the gimbal mounting base attitude must be known precisely
and made available to the pointing software via "actual" Euler parameters. If this is not
known in real-time, then the software can generate "desired" Euler parameters
generated using spacecraft ephemeris, although accuracy will be reduced.
Because of electrical harnesses routed through the gimbal to accommodate the
payloads, the gimbal could not continuously rotate but instead "rewinds" to re-acquire
targets. The UARS SSPP rewind rate was sufficient to provide 36 minutes of continuous
solar tracking and 15 minutes of stellar tracking per orbit at most sun angles.
2.7 Payload Accommodations
The SSPP gimbal included a wire-wrap harness to provide numerous power and data
interfaces to the three platform-mounted instrument RIU's. In addition, a similar gimbal
constructed for the High Gain Antenna Subsystem (HGAS) included coaxial cables
through which an RF or HF (high frequency) modulated data stream could be sent.
2.8 Conclusion
While a detailed evaluation cannot be performed without specific requirements and
interface definitions, a first-order assessment indicates that the a pointing system based
on the UARS SSPP could be accommodate a large (<800 Ib) sun-pointed scientific
payload for attached to the space station. The adaptation would likely be low-risk and
cost-effective compared to a new design, and would give pointing performance adequate
for spectral or radiometric measurements.
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ATTACHMENT 1
GIMBAL TEST AND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
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ATTACHMENT 2
UARS SOLAR STELLAR POINTING PLATFORM
DESCRIPTION CHARTS
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Note : The above configuration is exemplary of a conflguratlon whlch could
be used for UARS. This figure does not Impose design requirements
upon the UARS Observatory. It is provided for reference only.
Figure 1. UARS Conflguratlon
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3.2.1.4.4 Jitter. The short-term stability of the SSPP shall be such that
the change in pointing error due to all disturbance sources does not exceed 60
arc-seconds (30) during any one second period. Error sources affecting SSPP
short term stability include: spacecraft structure dynamics, motor step size,
motor drive/sensor error, harmonic drive and gear train accuracy, cable wrap
and bearing friction.
3.2.1.5 Offset pointing
3.2.1.5.I Incremental. The SSPP shall provide for offsetting the pointing
direction In |ncrements of not greater than 3 arc minutes over a range of _60
arc-mlnutes along each of two orthogonal axes, one axis at a time. Each
offset position shall be capable of being held for six minutes minimum. The
settling time between offset changes shall not exceed two minutes.
3.2.1.5.2 Scanning. The SSPP shall provide for offsetting the pointing
direction at ±nominal alpha tracking, rate relative to the tracking rate, for
+one degree from the tracking position, along each of two orthogonal axes, one
axis at a time.
3.2.2 Physical characteristics
3.2.2.1 Mass propertles
3.2.2.1.I We_. The total weight of the SSPP subsystem shall be 655 _7
pounds. The weight of the Platform Assembly with instruments, as mounted on
the Observatory forward structure, shall not exceed 980 pounds. Allocations
are listed in Table II with notation of those items whose weight is included
in other subsystems.
3.2.2.1.2 Moments of inertia. The moments of inertia of the SSPP moving mass
corresponding to weights of Table II about axes fixed to the SSPP and passing
through the intersection of the gimbal axes shown in Figure 2 shall be as
listed in Table Ill.
13 uars2/2-229/DM
Table II. SSPP Height
SVS-11098A
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Item
Platform Assembly
Structure
Glmbal
Electrical Harnesses
Thermal Cover, Heaters
Retention
Sun Sensors (2)
ACRIM II
SOLSTICE
SUSIM
RIU's (3)
Pyro Repeater MOd.
Subtotal
Mounted elsewhere
GDE
Retention Supt. Structure
Total, by subsystem
SSPP Subsystems
Pounds
348
134
11
20
79
8
600
12
43
655
Other Subsystems
Pounds
56
48
255
14.2
0.8
374
3.2.2.2 Mechanlcal natural freouency. The mlnlmum mounting natural frequency
destgn goal for the SSPP stowed tn the launch position shall be as specified
tn SVP-11111. In the tracking configuration, frequencies less than 1.3 Hertz
(Hz) shall be avolded.
3.2.2.3 Launch configuration. The SSPP shall be retained at alpha equals
310.2 degrees and beta equals -I0 degrees.
3.2.2.3.1 Retention function. The retention system shall be capable of
releaslng and securing the SSPP upon ground command.
3.2.2.3.2 Retention motor. The retention system shall be operated by motors
as specified In SVS-11075.
14 uarsZ/2-229/DM
Table llI. SSPP Ho_nts of Inertia
Unlts = Slug Feetz
SVS-11098A
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Ixx
ZZ
xy
yz
Izx
37.3 +0.8
44.6 +0.8
38.5 _+0.8
-5.2 _+O.2
-2.0 +0.2
-O.8 _+0.2
3.2.2.4 Gtmbal. The gtmbal shall be as specified tn SVS-11065.
3.2.2.4.1 Axe.__.ss.One gtmbal axis shall' be fixed to the Observatory parallel
to the Y axis, and designated as _(alpha). The second axts shall be
perpendicular to the alpha axis, and designated as B (beta), as shown tn
Figure 2.
3.2.2.4.2 Anq]es. The angle of each gtmbal axis shall be designated
(alpha) and B (beta), as shown tn Ftgure 2. The SSPP shall be able to be
positioned at any angle between the 11sits, whtch tnclude zero degrees, 11sted
In Table IV.
Table IV. Gtmbal Operating Angular Displacements I
Axis Angle Degrees Rates Degrees/Sec.
From To From To
Alpha
Beta
247
83.4
+0.200
+0.155
* Does not include stowed posltlon
3.2.2.4.3 Rates.
listed In Table IV.
The SSPP shall be able to rotate about gtmbal axes as
15 uarsZ/2-229/DH
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3.2.2.7 Power. The maximum electrical power required by the SSPP, exclusive
of the instruments, and thermal control shall be 11.2 watts from the pulse
bus, and 27.5 watts from the qulet bus. Table V 11sts the orbit average and
maximum power required by components of the SSPP Subsystem on the platform.
I
Table V. SSPP E1ectrlcal Power
Item
Motor-alpha
Motor-beta
Encoders (2)
Platform Sun Sensor
Orbit Average
Watts (I)
2.3
1.6
5.2
1.6
Maximum
Watts
7.2
7.2
8.0
2.0
Condition of
Max. Power Ref.
72 pps @ 28 V
72 pps @ 28 V
35 V
(I) Orblt average is defined as tracklng for 76 percent, and slewlng for 24
percent of orbit at 28 V.
3.2.2.8 The_1 control. The SSPP shall provide thermal controi to maintain
the temperature requirements of the Instruments as speclfled in applicable
thermal ICD's (Table I) in accordance with SVS-11095.
3.2.3 Reliability. The reliability design suff|clency of the SSPP shall be
such that it can support a useful orbltal design ltfe of not less than 36
months assuming contlnuous operatlon after 36 months In storage and 2000 hours
of testing. The expenditure of design 11fe at the SSPP (accumulated cycles)
during assembly testing, acceptancelprotofllght testlng, Integratlon, storage
checkout, and on-orblt llfe shall be not more than 40,000 cycles. One cycle
Is defined as travel of a glmbal axls between extremes In both directions.
The design of the SSPP shall be such that the speclfled performance w111 be
maintained considering all identifiable wearout factors and expendable
depletions. E1ectrlcal and mechanical redundancy shall be applled to
18 uars2/2-229/DM
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subsystem minimum mounting resonant frequencies of 50 Hz or less are specified
in Table VIII. Adherence to these minimum frequencies is strongly reconlnended
but not required.
Table VIII. Design Goals for Minimum Resonant Frequencies of
Subsystem/Component Mounting
Subsystem or Component
Stowed Solar Array Assembly
Stowed HGA Dish
Antenna Feed
Stowed ZEPS Boom
Stowed HGA
Large Components, including SSPP (Locked)
mall Components and Panels (<200 lbs.)
Resonant Frequency (Hz)
17 (See Note I)
35
50
50
50
35
SO
Note" I. Seventeen (17) Hertz or 1.4 times Observatory fundamental pitch
frequency
3.4.3 Shoc._._.kk.The shock environment due to activation of separation devices
and of on-board Observatory separatlon/deployment devices shall be analyzed.
The maximum expected shock environment is speclfled In Figure 5 and I0.2.
3.4.4 AcceleratloQ. Maximum acceleration loads shall be determined from the
worst case vlbroacoustlc effects of quasl-steady acceleratlon and transient
response of the Observatory and Orbiter due to launch, recovery and wind
gusts. Where resonant frequencies of flight hardware mounting may couple with
launch or recovery transients (vlz., < 50 Hz), the maximum expected
acceleration level shall account for posslble dynamic ampliflcatlon.
Preliminary design quasl-steady limit loads for llft-off and landlng shall be
as speclfled In Table IX. General loads requirements for prelimlnary design
WP651/32-165/DC
08106190 13
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Table IX. Observatory Quasi-Steady Limit Loads (g)
5
Condition
XO
STS Axes
(See SVS%11100 for Transformation)
I
Lt ft-Off l I +5.6
I
Landing (6.0 ft/sec sink rate) +_3.0
r
Emergency Landing 2 +l.S
-4.5
YO
±3.2
+2.25
+1.5
-1.5
ZO
+4.8
-6.3
+2.0
-4.5
Note: I. Lift-off loads contain the vlbroacoustic contribution.
2. Emergency landing loads are ultimate loads and are applied
separately.
of secondary structure are a function of component design weight, as specified
in Figure I. For each component, loads are applled In each axls
slmultaneously or the vector sum is applled In the most critlcal dlrect!on, if
Known.
The maximum acceleratlon environment for the design of f11ght hardware is
specified in 5.2.6.3 as the quallflcatlon/protofllght test levels.
Verification shall be by detalled analysls or test If analysis or other
considerations so dictate.
3.4.5 Acoustic field. The acoustic environment resultlng from the launch
vehlcle's engines and aerodynamic pressure fluctuatlons shall be analyzed.
The maximum expected acoustic environment is speclfled in Table XX as the
acceptance test requirements.
08/06/90 14 HP651/32-165/DC
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Table X. Mechanical and Electrical Interfaces
_GA
47-29230g
G_mbal Assembly
MeChanical In:erface w_th
Observatory
Mecbanlcal Interface wlth
l:em polnIed
Electr_cal Interface
aT-2B1506
AT-282825
47-2g0022
47-294771
47-Z94756
_7-292021
move the outDut smaf_
3.2.1.1 O_utput ste_ s_ze. Each pulse to t mo=or shall
of each gtmbal ax_S 9.9977 arc seconds nominal.
3.2.1.2 _ l!" The TAG Shill drtvea lo&d _n e_ther d_rect_on w_th a
m_xtmum value of tnert_a of 3.0 slug fett2 for the HGA, and 43 slug fe et2
for _he $SPP, tn e&ch ax_s.
3.2.1.3 $__ep_tnq rate_S. Each &xts shill dr_ve the lo&ds _n etther d_rec_on
_ any r_te uP to 1SO pulses per second. Funct_on&l rates are l_ste_ in
Table 1.
[&ch &x_s Sh&ll &c=elerate the loa_S for
3.2.1.4 Rotat_omal acceleration- I, _n no_
t_e specified appl_cat_on between any rates as speclf_ed In Table
more _han four pulses applied to the motor. When the direction _s reverse_,
t_e hysteresis shall mot exceed 40 motor steps.
3.2.1.5 Error s_matur_- The m_x_mum _nDut-OUtpUt error for both axes sh_ll
not exceed 50 &re-secondS during any ZZ pulse (one second tracking) period.
I
WP_Z615_I-_SSILH
180
"
SVS-1106SB
31 March lg8g
Torque
loo
Inch Pounds
60
5O
0
1 50 62 100 130
Pulses per secbnd"
Ftgure 2. Starting Torque.
3.2.2.10 Lubrication. Beartngs and gear tooth" elements shall be lubricated
with perfluorlnated polyether otl (based) lubricants sufficient to last the
design lifetime. Bearings and faytng surfaces operating occasionally shall be
lubricated In accordance wtth 171A4566.
3.2.2.11 Seals. The drive train shall be closed to external contaminants
except for parts having relatlve motion tn the. functional operation, which
shall have labyrinth seals.
3.2.2.12 Stiffness. The stiffness of the output shaft relattve to the outer
glmbal mounttng shall be as shown tn Table I11 and Ftgure 3.
Table III. Glmbal Stiffness
In plane of both axes
Load paralle1 to alpha axls
Load along beta axls
About alpha axts, beta axts
K_
1.S x 104 Iblln
2.2 x 104 Iblln
KB
e
1.S x 104 Ib/In
3.1 x 103 Iblln
4.5 x 104 In. Ib/rad
_'-"_'_'_, "_'_ _ 11 NP7261571-18S/LIt
Figure 3. GImbal Stiffness
3.2.2.13 Encoder. [&oh axts shall measure thq shift tngultr I_sltlon "with
the 17 bet absoluterSIlaft (ncoder tn record•nee vtth SVS-110b'7. -
3.2.2.14 C,_tble Inrap. Electrical po_r, command, data, and ItadtoFrequency I(RF) shell he transferred a ross the gti_l rotating _olnts vta v|re _aps.
3.2.2.15 Coaxtal cable_ The coaxial cables shall be one sediment through the
TAG. The c&ble sha]l have • Volt&ge Standing Nave I_t|o (VSNR) not exceeding
1.35:1. and the Insertion loss shall not exceed 1.40 decibels tt frequencies
between 2100 klegaHeri-z (NHz) and 2300 LqHZ.
T•ble IV. Wtre khrap - Common
\
Oeleted
T,IJ_le V. Hire Nra4) - $S'PP Untque
Deleted
12 i4P7261571-185/LH

SVS-1106SB
31 March 1989
cause that fatlure. Potential fatlure modes that could be caused by a stngle
element and that cannot be eliminated from the _estgn shall be Identified tn a
Crttlcal Items llst. Justification for the =etentton of Crlttcal Items
eletnts shall be provtded tn the Crttlcal Item llst.
3.2.4 Maintainability. The Item shall be designed So that no regular
maintenance wtll be required. Removable dust covers or other protective
devices shall be provided over electrical connectors.
3.2.5 Envlronmental conditions. The TAG shall suffer no damage or any
degradation of performance below the level of the requlrements specified
herein whlle exposed to, or after exposure to, the applicable environments as
specified tn SVS-11111.
3.2.5.1 Temperature limits. Non-operatlng (survival) temperature limlts
shall be -40 Degrees Centlgrade ('C) to +85"C. Predicted orbital mission
operating temerature ltmtts shall be -lO*C to .50"C.
3.2.5.2 Vibration. The random vlbratton environment shall be as specified in
$VS-11111. Stne vibration for structural verification shall be as specified
tn SVS-11098.
3.2.5.3 Shoc..___kk.The shock environment shall be as specified In SV$-11111.
3.2.5.4 Pressure.
SVS-11111.
The pressure environment shall be as specified tn
3.2.5.5 Acoustic notse. The acoustic noise environment shall be as specified
In SV5-11111.
3.2.6 Transportability. The completely assembled TAG configured wtth the
observatory, shall be transportable by atr and road with adequate provisions
for protection of the observatory fr_z the transportation and handling
environments defined tn $VS-11111.
/-_ WP726/571-185/LH
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F_gure 2. Signal Flow Diagram
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Table I. RIU Commands
SERIAL COMMANDS
NUMBER OF PULSES ALPHA/BETA AXIS
DISCRETE COMMANDS
GDE A ONIGDE B OFF
GDE B ON/GDE A OFF
BOTH A AND B OFF
STOW ENABLE
STOW EXECUTE
EXTERNAL CONTROL
FULL DUTY CYCLE ENABLE
FULL DUTY CYCLE DISABLE
SVS-IIO66A
28 November 1988
3.2.1.1.1.1 Serial commands. Serlal commands shall be received from the RIU
every 1.024/2.048 seconds depending on the GDE configuration ($SPP/HGAS
respectively), as shown in Figure 12. The serial command identifies the rate
to be executed during the next 1.024/2.048 second time frame. In order for
the command to be executed during the next period, the command must be
received a minimum of 270 microseconds prior to the start of that period.
I
0
D
I
R
Notes"
Serial C¢_mand Format
ALPHA AXIS
1
BETA AXIS
DRIVE RATE
(data LSB in bit #B)
l)
I IA DRIVE RATE
R R (data LSB In bit #15)
A data "I" In the dlrection (DIR) blt (bit O) indicates the
positive direction of rotation.
2)
3)
PAR = parity blt (odd parity)
Drive Rate Alpha Axls = 0 - 127 pulses per 1.024 sec
(SSPP) Beta Axis = 0 - 63 pulses per 1.024 sec
(Command Resolution = l pulse)
4) Drive Rate - Alpha Axis = 0 - 254 pulses per 1.024 sec
(HGAS) Beta Axis = 0 - 126 pulses per 1.024 sec
(Command Resolutlon = 2 pulses)
24 UARS91/73-679/CR
Table TI. GDE Telemetry Outputs
SVS-IlO66A
28 November 1988
Description
Science Telemetry Data (A)
Engineering Telemetry Data (A)
OBC Data (A)
Science Telemetry Data (B)
Engineering Telemetry Data (B)
OBC Data (B)
Type
Serial
Serial
Serial
Serial
Serial
Serial
Temperature l
Temperature 2
Temperature 3
Temperature 4
Temperature 5
Temperature 6
Power Supply A Voltage
Power Supply B voltage
PSS Sun Presence (A)
PSS Power On (A)
RIU A/B Selected (A)
Stow Enable/Disabled (A)
Stow Active/Disabled (A)
Alpha Axis Stowed (A)
Beta Axis Stowed (A)
Gimbal Stowed (A)
Passive Analog
Passive Analog
Passive Analog
Passive Analog
Passive Analog
Passive Analog
Ana Iog
Analog
Bilevel
Bilevel
Bilevel
Bilevel
Bilevel
Bilevel
Bilevel
Bilevel
Full Duty Cycle Enabled/Disabled (A)
Valid Command Received (A)
Multiple Commands Received (A)
Parity Error (A)
PSS Sun Presence (B)
PSS Power On (B)
RIU A/B Selected (B)
Stow Enabled/Disabled (B)
Stow Actlve/Disabled (B)
Alpha Axis Stowed (B)
Beta Axis Stowed (B)
Gimbal Stowed (B)
Full Duty Cycle Enabled/Disabled (B)
Valid Command Received (B)
Multiple Commands Received (B)
Parity Error (B)
Bllevel
Btlevel
Btlevel
Bllevel
Bllevel
Bilevel
Bllevel
Bllevel
Bllevel
Bllevel
Bllevel
Bilevel
Bilevel
Bilevel
Bilevel
B11evel
NOTE: (A) or (B) indicates that telemetry is from "A" slde or "B" side of
GDE, respectively.
27 UARS91/73-679/DM
Table III.
SVS-I1066A
28 November 1988
Telemetry Data Word Configuration
Telemetry Buffer
Science TLM
Engineering TLM
OBC Data
Format
Science
Engineering
Science/Engineering
Update
Rate
I/SMIF
I/EMIF
I/SMIF
Cycle
Reset
SMAF
EMAF
SMAF
Serial Telemetry Data Word Format
Science Telemetry Word
Byte No
0
l
2
3
4
5
6
7
0 I 2 3 4 5 6
MSB ............ (Alpha Axis Position) ......
LSB I
MSB
MSB ---(Alpha Axls PSS Error)
LSB I PRT
(Beta Axis Posit_on)
l SUN ICMD
LSB I MSB ---(Beta Axis PSS Error)
LSB I FLG I PWR I TMR
Engineering Telemetry Word
Byte No
0
1
2
3 t_ .-
0 1 2 3 4 5
MSB ............ (Alpha Axis Position)
LSB
MSB (Beta Axis Posltlon)
LSB
6 7
I PRTICMD
I TMRIFLG
29 UARS91173-679/CR
SVS-11066A
28 November 1988
Table Ill.
OBC Data Word
Telemetry Data Word Configuration (Cont'd)
Contents
SSPP Configuration
HGAS Configuration
Byte No
0
l
2
3
(Same as Science TLM)
(As Follows)
0 l 2 3 4 5
MSB ............ (Alpha Axis Position)-
MSB ............ (Beta Axis Position)---
6 7
LSBI SPR
LSB I FLG
Notes" l)
2)
Where the telemetry format contains less than the full component
data word, the telemetry data shall be the most significant bits.
SUN = PSS Sun Presence Signal
PWR = PSS Power On
CMD = OBC Rate CMD Not Received
PRT = Parity Error
FLG = Encoder READY Timeout
TMR = Multiple Rate Commands Received
SPR = Spare
formats. However, the OBC buffer shall contain either the science format or a
modified engineering format. The format provided is based on the GDE
configuration (SSPP/HGAS respectively). In the case of the Engineering
telemetry buffer, data word update attempts shall only occur on SMIF pulses
coincedent with the Engineering Minor Frame sync pulses, every 1.024 seconds.
In each case no data buffer updating shall be allowed from the start of the
data word transfer to the RIU to its completion, or until the cycle has been
reset by that format's associated major frame sync pulse. In this way, the
circuit is operated independently of the telemetry rate. The telemetry
buffers shall contain the most recent data, and will remain intact until they
have been fully read. The telemetry update rates are summarized in Table III.
30 UARS91/73-679/DM
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SVS-IIO64A
19 October 1987
-Y_S Ro_:z_on ,: ---. +XPSS Rotation
fr:m nui]-_ -----I_ / f_--_null
/ 1
j \_, / . .
.-2 ° YPSS Rotation _ =Sun at + 2° edge
+xPss_J
* Z'eXPS.:ro_._:ion(_ B) Data word all "1"s
Sun a: + 2• ._-=:-:.of PS3
)
t
Figure 6. Sensor Coordinate System
12 UARSSO/40-579/DM
Shift Direction
SVS-IIO64A
19 October 1987
31
32
S
P
A
R
E
S
30
P
W
R
29 28 17
14
15
16 13 12 l
S
T
A
T
U
S
B sun angle
(About PSS X
axis) data word
with MSB in
bit #17 P
R
E
S
sun angle
(About PSS Y
axis) data word
with MSB in
bit #1
bit #
data
out
PSS Data Word
The Sun Presence bit is bit 13. When the Sun Presence bit is a one (1) the
angle data shall be valid. Power "ON" is indicated by a zero (0) bit in bit
Position 29 and a one (1) bit in bit Position 30. All spares shall be set to
zero (O). Power "OFF" is indicated by the same logic value in both bits 29
and 30. (A (I) in bit 29 and a (0) in bit 30 is an undefined combination
resulting from a logic failure.)
3.1.2.1.2 PSS data samplinq rate. The time interval between complete PSS
data word readouts by the GDE will be 32 milliseconds (msec) _l_.
3.1.2.1.3 PSS data word update timing. PSS data word update shall be
synchronized by the data sync pulse. The time interval between data sync
pulses will be 32 msec _l_. The : angle data shall be determined within 3.0
msec prior to the data sync pulse. The B angle data shali be determined
within 8.3 msec prior to the data sync pulse.
13 UARS50140-5791DM
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3 SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS 13
periods, both errors for each axis are within the limits required for operation
of an experiment, then the platform is considered to have acquired precision
tracking; that is, the drive transients have settled to steady state values.
The loss logic is to be exercised at regular intervals following acquisition.
If the acquisition threshold is violated for one or more consecutive sampling
periods, then some as yet unspecified action is to be executed. The action
taken is expected to vaxy from mode to mode and may be limited to simply
sending a message to an experiment or ground station.
The switch from open to closed loop tracking will be made after specific
conditions axe satisfied. The algorithm used to determine whether or not
the switch from open to closed loop can be made is similar to the acquisition
algorithm.
g
3 SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS
3.1 Gimbal Angle Error Compensation
The equalization network for the SSPP gimbal controllerhas been pre-
viously defined by P. Matheson _. The software required to implement the
di_dtalfilterispresented separately forthe alpha and beta a_xes.The form
of the compensation isshown in the fo].lowingequations.
A new compensator output, Yk+1, isto be computed from the preceding
samples of the algorithm state variables and the present sample of the
uncompensated 8imbal angle error,A_, as follows:
Uk=Ak(G,) (2)
Y_+I = GsU_ + (I + GI)DI_+I + (2 - G,)D2,k+I + (I - GT)D,,+I
where,
(olI (1 0 0)(o//o)D2,k+, = 1 +GI -Gs -G7 D2k + G, U_
D3#,+I 0 1 0 D,k 0
1See reference 11
(3)
(4)
3 SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS 14
Yk+1
Ak
U_(o)D21,
D3a,
Gi
k
next sample of compensator rate output
current sample of uncompensated gimbal angle error
current sample of modified gimbal angle error
(deg/sec)
(degrees)
(degrees)
kth sample of discrete state variables
coefficients(see Table 1)0=1,9)
sampling period
The order in which the compensator equations are calculated is as fol-
lows:
1. The uncompensated position error is modified.
U_ = A_(G,)
2. Limit U_ (See section 3.5)
3. Save the previous controller states.
D1(ad) = Ddnew)
D2(oZd) = D,(,',e,,,)
Ds(ald) = Ds(new)
4. Calculate the new controller states.
D2(=e_)
Ds(n_)
= Dl(old) + G8(Uk)
= D:(old)(1 + G1) + GS(Ua,)- D:(old)G6 - Ds(old)G7
= D2(old)
5. Limit the variable D1 (See section 3.6)
6. Calculate the compensator output.
Yk+_ = Uk(G8) + D_(new)(1 + G1) + D_(new)(2 - G6) + Ds(rLew)(1 - G7)
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Figure 1: Top-Level Control Flow Diagram.
Start SSPP
i If selected,
f initialize SSPP module.
TUpdate control parameters.i I
Convert position encoder data. [
l
Convert PSS data. i
l
Compute target gimbal angles.
1
i If enabled, ]
I implement FDC logic.
Implement appropriate
mode switching logic.
1
Implement appropriate Imode processing.
Generate gimbal drive commands.
l
i Format gimbal commands.]
l
, Generate instrument commands. I
1
llSave data for next cycle. ]
If requested, [format telemetry data.
1
End SSPP
UARS PIR 889 SSPP Fit S/W Reqts 23
Figure 4: Geometry of Spacecraft and Sun Vectors.
EARTH
SUN
R° _,:o%,_,,,,, _
SPACECRAFT
L_ARS PIR 889 SSPP Flt S/W _eqts 63 " "
Figure 6: Open Loop Target Tracking Mode Switching Flow Diagram.
i Select target I
E as goal.
I
Was goal acquisition
Torientation, last cycle?
IF
i
ifIs target the sun? 1 _
IT
Is open -- closed
switch selected?
IT
I Does PSS indicate
I sun presence?
L F
_d
IT
I Have tracking errors i F__settled with.in thr sholds? !
IT
Switch mode to
closed loop mode.
1
Begin
Mode 1 Switching
Logic
1
i If selected, I
. initialize Mode 1.
t
i Is target with.in
FI acceptable range
i in alpha?
T
I Select mode
Ht initialization.
I
I
t
1
1
1
!
t
End
Mode 1 Switching
Logic
i Select acquisition
orientation as goal.
F_ 1 Was goal thetarget, last cycle?
Determine
next mode.
1
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Figure .5: Test C: Open and Closed Loop Solar Tracking: Beta axis.
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Figure 6: Subsystem Configuration for Full Functional Testing and Partial
Functional Testing.
SVP-4043A SSPP Subsystem lest Plan 49
Figure 7: SSPP Subsystem Block Diagram for Full Functional Testing.
Note: Flight hardware shown with cross-hatching, simulated hardware with
shading, and test hardware unshaded.
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PSS FOV Calibration Validation
Validation Parameter
Attitude Residuals for Normal Pass
Measure of total pointing accuracy near
center of FOV.
Attitude Residuals for Offset Maneuver.
Measure of total pointing accuracy
! ,. throughou t the FOV.
Value (arcseconds)
Pre- Post-
calibration calibration
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